how TO PLAY

roulette

Roulette is one of
the oldest of all casino
games. It’s also one of
the easiest to play. All
you really need to know
is how to place your bets.
Getting started
To join the action, simply place your cash or gaming chips on the
table and the Dealer will exchange it for coloured gaming chips
– then you’re ready to go! These different coloured chips help
distinguish your bet from those of other players. Remember
coloured chips purchased on a Roulette table are only valid on that
particular table.
After playing, ask the Dealer to “cash out” and they will exchange
your coloured chips for cash chips. You can then take these to the
cashier to change back to cash or take them to another table to
continue the fun.

What is the aim of the game?
The Roulette wheel contains compartments numbered from 0 to 36
(or 00 to 36). The Dealer spins the ball and whichever compartment
the ball falls in wins! The aim of the game is to guess where the ball
will land.

How do I play?
Our Dealer will invite you to “place your bets”. Simply position your
chips where you choose on the table before the Dealer calls “no
more bets”. When the ball comes to rest, the Dealer announces the
winning number and places a marker on it. They will then remove all
of the losing chips and pay the winning ones.
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Bet types
A: Straight Up		Choose any one number or zero (pays 35 to 1)
B: Split 		 Choose any two numbers (pays 17 to 1)
C: Corner 		Choose any four numbers (pays 8 to 1)
D: Street		Choose any three numbers across (pays 11 to 1)
E: Sixline		Choose any two rows of three across (pays 5 to 1)
F: Dozen 		Choose 1st (1–12), 2nd (13–24) or 3rd (25–36)
			 dozen numbers (pays 2 to 1)
G: Column		Choose 1st, 2nd or 3rd column (pays 2 to 1)
H: Even Money Bets	Low (1 to 18) or High (19 to 36), Red or Black,
			Odd or Even numbers all pay even money
I: Five Line		Choose the point where 0,00,1,2 and 3 meet
			 (pays 6 to 1)
The table illustrations above show where you place your chips
on the table depending on which type of bet you wish to make.
Place your bets carefully as positioning may alter bet type.

Table Limits
Table Games have varying minimum and maximum bets. Before
you sit down, please check the sign displaying the betting range at
the table.
Good Luck… and Remember
As with all Table Games, if you are not sure about a bet or the
rules of the game, just ask one of our Dealers for assistance.
They will be happy to explain anything about the game that you
may not understand, or provide you with further information in
relation to the rules.
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PLAY RESPONSIBLY AND BE IN TO WIN
SKYCITY prides itself on being a responsible host. As such, we
would encourage you to play only at levels you can afford. If you
wish to discuss your Gaming, please talk to a SKYCITY staff
member or call the Gambling Helpline on 0800 654 655.
Remember – you must be aged 20 years or older to enter the
gaming areas of SKYCITY.

